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1. Introduction

I. Rationale for Developing the Handbook

The overall social context wherein a girl lives from womb to tomb is 
filled with sex bias. Sex bias can be defined as "Inclination of mind 
on the basis of the sex of a child without due examination". Hence 
the sex bias which exists at parental home, community level, 
learning institutions, world of work, matrimonial home, rather all 
around, a girl child puts unsurmountable hurdles in her physical, 
emotional, social, educational, economical and even spiritual 
development. As a result she is not able to develop her potentialities 
to the desired extent. As a consequence to it she is invariably on 
unequal footings with the boys of her age and is often in a 
disadvantaged position to take full benefit of the various programmes 
introduced by the government for the welfare and educational 
development of the children.

Realising the gravity of the situation revised National Policy on 
Education (NPE), 1986 has emphasised that "The new policy will lay 
special emphasis on the removal of disparities and attending to the 
specific needs of those who have been denied equality so far". It has 
further stated than "Education will be used as an agent of basic 
change in the status of women. In order to neutralise the accumulated 
distortions of the past, there will be a well-conceived edge in favour 
of women. The National Education System will play a positive, 
interventionist role in the empowerment of women. It will foster the 
development of new values through redesigned curricula, textbooks, 
the training and orientation of teachers, decision making, 
administrators and the active involvement of educational 
institutions".1

For operationalising this recommendation of NPE (1986) the 
following parameters of women's empowerment have been laid down 
in POA (1992):

Empowerment of Women2

Education can be an effective tool for women's empowerment, the 
parameters of which are:

1 Education for Equality, Chapter IV, NPE (1986) MHRD, New Delhi, 1992 (pp. 9-10),
2 POA (1992); Education for Women's Equality; p.3.
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□  enhance self esteem and self confidence of women;
□  building a positive image of women by recognizing their contri

bution to the society, polity and the economy;
□  developing ability to think critically;
□  tostering decision making and action through collective 

processes;
□  enable women to make informed choices in areas like education, 

employment and health (especially reproductive health);
□  ensuring equal participation in developmental processes;
□  providing information, knowledge and skill for economic 

independence;
□  enhancing access to legal literacy information relating to their 

rights and entitlements in society with a view to enhance their 
participation on an equal footing in all areas.

For the achievement of the above mentioned parameters at the 
school level, it has been stated in the POA (1992) that:

All teachers and Instructors will be trained as agents of women's 
empowerment" (POA-1992, p.3).
As astep to achieve this objective Department ofWomen's Studies 

in the NCERT has prepared a handbook for upper primary school 
teachers which may help them in the empowerment of the girls 
through curriculum transaction. It is presumed that empowerment 
of girls as well as projection of the values commensurate with the 
status of women in the teaching-learning process in the schools will 
go a long way in promoting equality between the sexes. These values 
(Appendix I) were developed in a series of workshops and were 
ultimately finalised in a national seminar held in the year 1975-76 
under the joint auspices of the NCERT, New Delhi and the A.N.S. 
Institute of Social Studies, Patna.

II. Guide Points for Developing the Handbook
In the year 1981 Women's Study Unit of the NCERT developed a 
handbook viz. 'Status ofWomen Through Curriculum'. This hankbook 
was meant for elementary school teachers. It was developed keeping 
in view the prescribed NCERT Curriculum and the identified values 
which are commensurate with the status ofwomen (Appendix I).

The NCERT Curriculum has since been revised and Minimum 
Level of Learning (MLL) components for upper primary stage (classes 
VI-VIII) have been developed. The following ten common core 
components have also been identified. It is expected that every 
teacher will keep these components of curriculum in view and make 
conscious efforts to teach and evaluate the attainment of children 
in the same.
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These Common Core Components should be reflected in the 
curriculum transaction:
□ The History of India's freedom movement
□ The Constitutional obligations
□ Other contents essential to nurture national identity
□ India's common heritage
□ Egalitarianism, democracy and secularism
□ Equality of the sexes
□ Protection of environment
□ Removal of social barriers
□ Observance of small family norm
□ Inculcation of scientific temper.

III. Development of the Handbook
The common core components, MLL, parameters of empowerment 
of women and identified values which are commensurate with the 
status of women are kept in view while developing this handbook, 
Efforts are made to link the values and the parameters of 
empowerment with the relevant units of knowledge/skills mentioned 
in this MLL and the Common Core Components referred to in the 
'Curriculum for the Ten year School-A Framework (NCEKT-1975)’.

The school-based activities which can help in realising the 
parameters of empowerment and the identified values are noted 
down against each of the relevant prescribed unit of knowledge. 
Only those activities are suggested which could ultimately lead to 
gender equality among the students and also motivate the teachers 
to formulate their own strategies in varied school situations. The 
areas and the activities where involvement of the local community 
is required for accelerating the process of promoting gender equality 
are also noted down for the guidance of upper primary school 
teachers. Such activities which could motivate the community to 
reinforce the gender equality among the children are also suggested 
in the handbook. Views of selected experienced teachers and the 
subject experts have been incorporated in the handbook before its 
finalisation.

IV. Components of the Handbook
The areas covered in the handbook are mathematics, science, social 
science and language learning.



2. Subject Areas

2.1 Mathematics (Classes VI-VUI)

Rationale
The National Policy on Education (NPE), 1986, has once again 
emphasized 'mathematics for all' as an integral part of general 
education at the school stage. It is also stated in the policy that not 
only access to education of comparable quality for all students is to 
be provided, but success in the educational process should also be 
ensured for all students. Further, a minimum level of learning 
should be laid down and the school system should accept 
accountability for the achievement of atleast the minimum level of 
learning by all the pupils.

The policy envisages a qualitative improvement in the teaching- 
learning process of mathematics when it states:

Mathematics should be visualised as the vehicle to train a child 
to think, reason, analyse and articulate logically. Apart from being 
a specific subject, it should be treated as a concomitant to any 
subject involving analysis and reasoning.

Objectives
The teaching-learning of mathematics at the Upper Primary stage 
should enable the pupil to:
1. acquire knowledge and understanding of the terms, symbols, 

concepts, principles, processes, etc.;
2. develop mastery of computational skills and other basic processes;
3. develop adequate skills of drawing, measuring, estimating and 

demonstrating;
4. apply mathematical knowledge and skills to solve common 

problems that occur in daily life and need mathematical 
knowledge;

5. develop abilities to consult and use tables, ready-reckoners;
6. develop abilities to read and interpret data from statistical 

graphs;
7. develop general awareness of the various measures taken and 

being taken by the government and other agencies for the socio
economic development of the country and the results achieved;
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8. develop awareness of the need for national unity, national 
integration, protection of the environment, observance of small 
family norms, removal of social barriers, eliminition of sex 
biases;

9. appreciate the great contribution made by ancient Indian 
mathematicians; and

10. develop interest in mathematics as a subject.

Instructional Methodology
Guided discovery should be at the core of the instructional 
methodology. The approach should be to do and discover, look and 
discover, think and discover. There should be a small mathematics 
laboratory or workroom in the school in which the pupil can perform 
some activities/experiments. A number of rules and properties can 
be discovered by the pupils through well constructed instructional 
programme.

Pupils may be taken to some of the commercial establishments 
and markets, for observations, when they are learning commercial 
mathematics; similarly, visits to local temples, mosques, churches 
and other buildings of architectural beauty may be arranged to 
enable the pupils see the applications of geometry. Practical work 
involving measurement of areas (of walls, classrooms, desks, etc.) 
should be organised while teaching mensuration.

It is emphasized that certain processes and skills have to be learnt 
by the pupil at mastery level. A certain minimum level of learning is 
to be ensured for all the pupils. Therefore, sufficient drill should be 
provided in these aspects in oral as well as written forms. In this 
respect, giving homework is desirable but it is not to be very heavy. 
Opportunities should be provided to each pupil without gender bias 
to explain his/her solutions of problems to the class. Boys and girls 
should be encouraged to cross question each other. Such practices 
will help girls to develop self-confidence in them.

While teaching mathematics, the teachers should pay special 
attention to empower the girls in the light of the parameters of 
empowerment mentioned in POA (1992). They should focus attention 
on developinggender equality in boys and girls. The points mentioned 
below may be kept in view at the time of planning and implementing 
instructional programme for classes VI to VIII. These will help in the 
achievement of the values mentioned below:
□  Work at the domestic level is equally productive and should be 

projected as a responsibility to be shared by all members of the 
family.

□  Dignity of work in all walks of life should be reflected through
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exercises projecting computation of time, labour and energy 
consumed at each job.

□  Growing participatory role of women in all walks of life must be 
reinforced an failure in participation must reflect on loss of 
labour force. >

□  Indicators of social, economic and cultural changes to be knit 
in mathematical exercise so as to imprint change indicators for 
raising aspiration level.

□  Mathematics teaching must emphasise logical thinking so as 
to discover evils of dowry system and bride price and bring out 
the importance of small family norm from the point of view of 
family welfare.

□  Decision-making competence in both boys and girls should be 
equally developed through mathematics teaching

□  Through mathematical data, the fact that women can shoulder 
responsibilities equally should be highlighted

□  To help in the eradication of social evils such as dowry, death 
ceremonies, etc. by highlighting their non-economical aspect

□  To minimise the allurement for gold, silver and valuables and 
to cultivate the attitude of increasing the national resources by 
depositing the savings in banks or purchasing the gold bonds.

□  The biographies of women mathematicians and their contribution 
should be referred to wherever possible.

Mathematics (Classes VI-Vnj)

Ratio, Percentage and their Applications

S. No. Problems Activities

1. Parvathy and her husband Equality in wages and need for 
work in construction of a saving can be highlighted 
building and earn Rs. 50/- 
each per day. They save 
Rs. 36/- a day. Answer the 
following questions:
i) What are their earnings 

per week?
ii) What is the ratio of their 

weekly savings to their 
weekly earnings?

iii) Find out the total earnings 
in January.
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S. No. Problems Activities

2. In a school the ratio of girls to 
boys participating in sports is 
6:5. If 210 girls take part in 
sports, find the number of boys 
participating in the sports.

3. In an Engineering college, the 
ratio of male to female students 
is 4:5. If the total number of 
female students in the college 
is 100, find the number of 
male students.

4. Nazimarunsagroceiyshoptn 
a market. The ratio of the sale 
of eggs on Sunday to that of 
the whole week 2:9. If the 
total sale of eggs lit the same 
week was Rs. 360/-, find the 
sale of eggs on Sunday.

5. Kavltha's monthly income is 
Rs. 1000/-. She spends Rs. 
542/- on food, Rs. 150/- on 
rent and Rs. 100/- on the 
education of her children. 
Express her expenditure in 
percentage. What per cent of 
the income does she save every 
month? ]

6. Reena is a computer engineer 
in Electronics Company. 
Under her supervision 15 
workers can assemble 20 
computers in 22 days. In how 
many days will 22 workers 
assemple the same number of 
computers ?

7. Rjyani had a plot of 70 ft. 
length and 40 ft. breadth with 
a garden around it. Find out 
the area of the garden. If she

Increasing participation of girls 
in sports and education can 
be emphasized.

Attention may be shown to 
increasingparticipation ofgirls 
in professional courses.

Changing role of women in 
work outside home has to be 
focussed.

Decisionmaking capal rtitv of 
Women and need for small 
ladings can be discussed in 
the class.

The point that women are 
holding important positions 
need be highlighted.

Emphasize women's role in 
protecting the environment.
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S. No. Problems Activities

grows vegetables in one-fifth 
of the garden area, find out the 
area of the remaining garden.

8. Rani had a canvas cloth of 
10 ft. length and 7 ft. breadth. 
She wanted to paint her family 
of fourmembers on the canvas 
to present it to her brother. 
How much space can she allot 
to paint each member of the 
family on the canvas ?

9. Raju wanted to paint a table 
cloth. He needed 5 ml, of green 
paint. 5 ml. of red paint and 5 
ml. of yellow paint. If 10 ml. of 
paint costsRs. 25/-, howmuch 
will he have to spend on byying 
the paint?

10. A  school decided to plant neem 
sapplings, tamarind sapplings, 
and flower plants during their 
environmental week celebra
tion in a village. Class VI 
planted 5 rows of neems 
sapplings with 10 in each row, 
Class VII planted 4 rows of 
tamarind sapplings with 11 in 
each row and the Class VIII 
planted 7 rows of flower plants 
with 10 flower plants in each 
row. Find out the total number 
of neem and tamarind 
sapplings planted by the 
school. How many flower 
plants were planted?

No work is gender based. Any 
one who has the capability 
can handle the work skillfully 
irrespective of one's sex.

-do-

Emphasize the role of boys 
and girls in protecting the 
environment.
Boys and girls should learn to 
work in a team.
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Difficulty level of the activities will increase with the class. All the 
activities mentioned below should be guided one.
□  The students should be asked to observe the work pattern of the 

family members. The points to be noted can be finalised in 
consultation with the teacher. A  group discussion can be 
arrange to make comparison of women and men on various 
tasks in the family. Project work can be assigned to groups of 
students to cover the families belonging to various incofne 
groups. In these project boys and girls should work in a team 
spirit.

□  Market day can be organised in the school and parents can be 
invited to the school to play the role of buyers. Equal participation 
of girls should be ensured.

□  Girls should be involved in the management of school canteen, 
co-operative store, mathematics club, accounts in connection 
with mathematics exhibitions, etc.

□  Girls should be helped to open a saving fund account in the 
bank. Girls should be encouraged to manage their account 
independently for both depositing and withdrawal of small 
amount.

□  Mock banks can be managed in the class by girls where the 
children are provided with experience of bank operations like 
taking a demand draft, money transfer etc. Similar activities can 
be arranged for post office accounts, buying postage, postal 
order, telegrams and paying for it, sending money order, etc.

□  As a part of the NSS or citizenship training, students can be 
given the responsibility to plan their budget, manage accounts 
and to solve day-to-day problems e.g. planning the menu, 
buying milk and other food items, calculating expenses, checking 
the balance etc.; Organisation of the Environment Day activities 
can be given to girls e.g. deciding about the number of plants to 
be planted, space between the plants, number of plants in one 
row, etc. collecting data on changing roles of women, their 
participation in male-dominated areas and tabulating the data 
can be another area for projects.

Many difficult situations that call for competence in decision
making and logical thinking can be converted into activities of 
educational games, riddles, and brain teasers. Through the 
mathematics club the teacher can popularise these activities 
among girls and boys. The taste of success in simulated 
environment can be transferred to real life situations later. Initiative

Activities with the Community
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of the girls to carry out projects should be encouraged and they 
should be made to realise their competence.

2.2 Science (Classes VI-VM)

Rationale

The study of Science has been included in schools as a part of 
general education to acquaint the leamerwith the scientific methods 
and knowledge which is so important in all human  
endeavours—means of production, services and intellectual pursuits. 
Acquaintance with Science is likely to inculcate a rational outlook 
and, thereby, help to reduce obscurantism and prejudices based on 
narrow considerations of caste, sex, or religion. It is expected that 
the pupil’s awareness of the nature of Science, knowledge about the 
concepts and processes, values and attitudes related to Science 
would enable him to understand the interaction between physical, 
biological and sdcial factors of the environment, both in the context 
of immediate and future/ consequence. The learners would be 
capable of understanding the processes and problems of areas 
related to agriculture, health and nutrition, environmental protection, 
energy and material resources, and more importantly, develope a 
scientific attitude to live more effectively as a responsible citizen.

The curriculum objectives and content for Science in the Upper 
Primary stage have been formulated on the basis of goals of general 
education as well as the general objectives of Science education as 
stated in the National Policy on Education (1986) and the National 
Curriculum for Primary and Secondary Education—A Framework 
(1985). Both documents emphasize that Science education should 
develop well defined abilities in cognitive, affective domains as also 
psychomotor skills.

The science curriculum for the Upper Primary stage in addition 
to the consolidation and strengthening of the abilities already 
acquired at the earlier stage, is aimed at fulfilling the following 
objectives:

Objectives
1. To help the pupil understand and appreciate the nature of 

scientific knowledge.
2. To emphasize the relevance of scientific knowledge and methods 

in daily life.
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3. To acquaint the pupil with different natural objects and 
phenomena, both animate and inanimate.

4. To develop understanding of simple scientific language— 
nomenclature, terminology, symbols and formuate.

5. To emphasize the uniqueness of the processes of science (such 
as observation, classification, measurement, experimentation, 
drawing inference, etc.).

6. To acquaint students with some basic concepts, principles, 
laws and theories of science that are relevant for understanding 
and interaction with the environment.

7. To create greater reliance on principles and practices of science 
for applying them in daily life situations and establishing their 
efficacy.

8. To develop scientific attitudes and values.
During curriculum transaction the teacher should pay special

attention to the aspects mentioned below:
□  Science and technology do not degrade status of women as it 

has been proved that genetically or ability wise women are no 
the weaker sex.

□  Scientific knowledge of human physiology is a must for boys 
and girls.

□  Age of marriage must be carefully planned.
□  Science education should be supported by parent education so 

that the incongruence between school teaching and its 
application at home is reduced.

□  Obscurantism with regard to sex, food, etc. should be removed.
□  Those women who take professional training should see that 

their talents are not wasted.
Emphasis on the above mentioned points can help in the

achievement of the parameters of empowerment of women mentioned
in POA (1992).

Science (Classes VI-VU1)

Knowledge Activities in the School

Science in everyday Teachers should give examples from day 
life to day life where Science is helpful in

saving time and energy of both men and 
women. Teachers should highlight that 
women can use scientific knowledge in 
home management for better outcomes
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Energy

Health and diseases

Measurement

and improving quality of life. Use of electric 
gadgets can save their time which can be 
utilised fruitfully for other activities at 
home and in the outer world.
The need for non-conventional energy 
source, their role in improving the home 
management, environment, health etc. can 
be discussed. The scientific method of 
energy transformation in cooking can be 
highlighted. Boys andgirls can be involved 
in doing simple experiments on energy 
transformation where cooking, heating, 
burning etc. can be the activities to be 
taken up.
Economy in the use of fuel/energy in the 
household is ajoint responsibility of all the 
members of the family. Need based 
consumption of the energy by men and 
women may be emphasized.
Teachers should bring out the importance 
of nutrition in the life of both boys and girls. 
The class should be made sensitive to the 
fact that food requirements may vary 
between boys and girls but that should not 
lead to any superiority or other mis
conceptions. The teachers can explain that 
the girls need more iron. The existing 
superstitious beliefs should be broken off 
by reasoning out the scientific facts. This 
can be done with special reference to the 
problem associated with girl children like 
malnutrition, deficiency diseases, 
inadequate health and hygiene, 
environmental sanitation etc. Group 
discussion on the evils of smoking, drug 
addiction can be guided by the teacher and 
the impact of these health hazards on the 
family and especially women can be 
highlighted.
Allmembers of the family including women 
use various types of meauserements. 
Measuring the quantity of food, length of 
cloth, reading of thermometers, etc. demand
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Knowledge Activities in the School

Separation of 
Substance

Motion, force and 
pressure

accuracy; In the use of thermometer, 
administration of medicines, tailoring, 
crafts, using precious metals etc. a high 
degree of accuracy is required.
This basic knowledge and skill is equally 
required and applied by men and women. 
Respect for the skills of measurements 
used by mothers and grandmothers should 
be cultivated in boys and girls.
Most of the methods of separation of 
substances of daily use are applied equally 
by men and women. Teacher may draw 
examples of various methods of separation 
from the daily life e.g. use of sieve for 
cleaning grains; handpicking of grains; 
filtration of tea and coffee; making paneer 
from milk; purification of water by using 
alum; separation of butter from butter 
milk; decantation of clean surface water 
from a pot of muddy, water which has been 
allowed to settle; decantatiorf of tea when a 
strainer is not available; evaporation for 
making paneer and khoya from milk; the 
drying of wet clothes etc.
The laws of motion, force and pressure are 
equally applicable to all. The basic 
knowledge and skills pertaining to these 
principles are required by both men and 
women in their daily life, e.g. men and 
women both participate either jointly or 
individually in almost all sports and games 
which require physical ability.
Some examples of application of motion, 
force and pressure in the household are 
listed below and maybe used as illustration 
by the teacher:
Motion: Churning of milk by chumer is an 
example in which the hands move in linear 
motion whereas the wheel moves in 
rotational motion. In sewing-machine the 
rotational motion of wheel is converted to
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Knowledge Activities in the School

translatoiy motion of sewing-needle. 
Grinding-wheel and the wing (Jhoola) are 
examples of vibrational motion.
Force: For frictional force the examples of 
scrubbing, striking match, sharpening 
knife and cleaning vessels can be cited. 
Pressure: Cooking by pressure, use of 
knife and cutters, syringe (pichkari)  
handlpump, cycle pump andgrlnding stone, 
etc. can be used as illustration. While 
illustrating motion, force and pressure, it 
may be mentioned that achievement differ 
from individual to individual and has not 
much to do with the gender of a person.

Simple Machine Useofsimplemachines, e.g. scissors, tongs,
etc; may be stressed keeping in view that 
these things are equally used by men and 
women.
Women drawing water from well, using 
spinning-wheel, sewing machine, common 
balance, grinding-stones and wheel, etc. 
should also be used as examples. Children 
may be made to note down the various 
simple machines used by the family 
members irrespective of their sex. Hence, 
knowledge of Science is equally required 
by boys as well as girls.

Biological differences Most of the abilities are equally well
in males and females exhibited by men and women. Biological

differences need not mean inequality. Men 
and women contribute to society equally 
but may not be in identical manner.
The teacher can explain to the students 
that heart and the brain are equally 
important and complementary for the 
functioning of the body as a whole even 
though they perform different physiological 
functions. In the same way men and women 
are equally necessary for the perpetuation 
of the human society. Other examples to 
make the points clear can be cited form the
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Knowledge Activities in the School

illustration of a maize plant, where if the 
male flowers are removed, seeds cannot be 
formed. Hence both male and female flowers 
are needed for seed formation. Many more 
examples can be given in this context. 

Food Women are important as they look after the
diet of the family. Each person should 
know the importance of the balanced diet. 
Women who prepare and serve food to the 
whole family often neglect their own diet. 
This attitude in females should be 
condemned.
It is the duty of all the family (including the 
woman herself) to see that food is 
distributed according to the need of the 
person. Growing children, pregnant women, 
nursing mothers and sick persons need 
special diet. The teacher may ask the 
children to make a list of the things they 
and their mothers take at the breakfast, 
lunch and dinner and then analyse what 
nutrients they are getting.

Men's dependence on Men and women are dependent not only on 
plants, animals and plants and animals but also on other 
the balance in nature members of the society. Responsibility for

maintaining the balance of nature rests on 
all the members of the community 
irrespective of the sex.
Physical attribute should not form the 
basis for gender bias of any kind. Because 
the physical attributes such as body weight, 
skin colour, height, etc., are the attributes 
which develop in response to the climate, 
topography, altitude, etc., as individual 
traits.
Principles of pressure and buoyancy have 
universal application. These applied 
aspects relate to daily life and specialised 
activities are undertaken by both men and 
women. Examples of certain techniques 
used in the household, wherein the

Adaptability to 
environment

Pressure and 
buoyancy
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Knowledge Activities in the School

principles of buoyancy and pressure are 
applied may be given. For example, the 
checking of eggs by immensing them in 
water. The rotten eggs float because the 
upward thrust due to buoyancy of water on 
eggs is more than the downward thrust of 
eggs. In the case of good eggs, the downward 
thrust exceeds the upward thrust of 
buoyancy. The reason is the difference of 
mass/volume in the eggs contain more gas 
due to decomposition.
In the deep frying of pwris, jcdebees and 
pakoras, etc., at first the materials sink in 
the hot oil as they have high water content 
(water is heavier than oil) which increases 
the volume. While frying, the material 
becomes lighter and hence floats. The cook 
thus knows that the material has been 
fried.

Heat and its effects Imperceptibly, bothmen and women follow
all or some of the methods of science such 
as experimentation, observation, logical 
conclusions and applications in their dally 
life. The idea that women are less scientific/ 
objective is basically wrong. The apparent 
superstitions, prejudices etc., are only due 
to their social isolation. This idea may be 
projected through discussion. For example, 
women in the kitchen develop knowledge 
and skill through experiences, use of 
various types ofvessels, the shape and size 
of vessel to be used for a particular purpose 
and the correct temperature and time 
required for such processes as setting of 
curd. They in fact observe and perform 
experiments to adjust the time, placement 
of the material in response to temperature 
to get satisfactory results.

Transfer of heat The following example may be given:
Use of caste iron frying-pan as opposed to 
stainless steel ones: iron saves fuel wastage
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as it is a better conductor of heat than steel 
and prevents localised heating. The use of 
iron vessels also results in food getting 
supplemented with micro-quantities of iron 
which is necessary for health. However, 
excessive and prolonged use may result in 
health injury. Stainless steel has the 
advantage. That it is easily cleaned. 
Therefore, one should investigate the 
scientific background of a particular 
tradition and weight the advantages and 
disadvantages before accepting or rej ecting 
it. Some examples of time tested techniques 
used in traditional cooking are the following: 
The use of ash or leaving of the soot on the 
bottom of the cooking pot ensures moire 
absorption of heat. The use of wooden 
handles for kitchen spoons, 'tawa' and 
frying pans demonstrate the difference of 
conductivity of heat in metals and wood. 

Light and optical Awareness of the occupational hazards
instruments and preventive measures concern both men

and women. An awareness for preserving 
and care of the eyesight has to be created 
even among those who only do housework. 
The poor light develops bad eyesight. 
Similarly a woman or craftsman may do so 
by cleaning grains or doing needly work in 
improper light. Natural weakening of eye 
sight due to age is often neglected by 
women. Men and women both need regular 
physical check-up.

Vibrating bodies and Difference between male and female voice 
sound is because of the pitch and is not a sign of

superiority or inferiority. Male and female 
singers are both liked equally by the 
audience. They also have equal potentiality 
to play on instruments. Illustrations of 
singers and musicians of both sexes to be 
given such as Bade Gulam Ali Khan, 
Subhulakshmi, Gangubai Hangal, Amir
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Khan, Begum Akhtar, Mubarak Begum, 
Sidheswari Devi, Hirabai Barodekar, 
Ravishankar, Joya Biswas, Allaudin Khan, 
Rajan (Smt.) D. K. Pathmal, M. L. 
Vasanthakumare, J. N. Balsubramanium 
etc.

Water, acids, bases Basic knowledge and skill are equally
and salts required and applied by men and women.,

Kitchen has all the characteristics of a 
.chemistry laboratory. For this reason, 
women as much as men need knowledge in 
these areas (water, acids, bases and salts) 
as they are of everyday use to them e.g. the 
making of Sherbet, pickles, jams, jellies, 
etc., setting of curds, use of soaps, 
detergents and proper use of vessels. Boys 
and girls are required to have this knowledge 
to workin laboratories, factories, workshop, 
etc. in their later life.

Human population The teacher should define the term
population and project the equal project 
the equal roles played by men and women 
in the maintenance of the population level. 
Therefore, the two sexes should have equal 
rights in decision-making process in all 
matters.

Pollution Preservation and judicious use of natural
resource is the joint responsibility of men 
and women. Boys and girls should be 
aware of the roles, they play in causing and 
controlling pollution and the role they can 
play in harnessing the natural resources to 
the best of their advantage.

Light and colour The use of colours varies from person to
person and the difference is culture bound. 
In our society mainly women use colour for 
make up whereas there are societies, as for 
example some tribal societies, where the 
colour is used by men for decoration. There 
are colours which are harmful to the human 
system and should be avoided. The teacher
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should emphasize the judicious use of 
colours in eatables and soft drinks. There 
should not be any stigma attached to the 
use and rejection of such colours. We use 
colours for interior and exterior decoration. 
The blending of colours should satisfy the 
asthetic sense and has nothing to do with 
the gender of a person.

Electrical energy Examples of household electrical gadgets
and appliances should be cited where men 
and women can use them with equal 
efficiency. Stress should also be laid to 
encourage women to learn the maintenance 
of these appliances. The conservation of 
energy is a joint responsibility of all the 
family members.

Structure of atom Given an opportunity women can
contribute to science equally as men. 
Madame Curie worked alongwith her 
husband andbecause her husband realised 
her potential and gave her encouragement 
to work it was easier for her to prove her 
potentialities. Similarly her daughter Irene 
Juliot Curie also worked with her husband 
Frederic. Other women scientists are Dixie 
Lee Ray, Liza Meither.

Nuclear energy and Both boys and girls should be made aware
radiation of the health hazards from radiation in

general and X-rays in particular, expecially 
for the pregnant women. However 
unfounded fear of radiation should be 
discouraged.

Cells and tissues Differences in gross structures are not
accompained by essential differences in 
cell and tissue structure. Difference 
between the male and the female is 
controlled at chromosomal level. All 
gametes produced by women are alike, but 
those produced by men are of two types. As 
such it is the male garnet who is responsible 
for the birth of a boy or girl. Blame on
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Growth and 
development

Organic evolution

Materials

women is therefore uncalled for. Sociad 
taboos and misconception regarding female 
physiology sometimes demean the status 
of women. For instance menstruation is a  
natural phenomenon in women who are 
normal. Women should however take care 
of their hygiene during this time as they are 
prone to certain infections during this 
period. The teacher need not entertain any 
inhibition while teaching about 
reproduction.
Hie similarity and the differences between 
children and their parents are controlled 
by the genes that they carry.
Both the mother and the father are equally 
involved in determining the characteristics 
of a child. Men and women are equally 
responsible for the birth of children with 
genetic disorder. Several genetic defects 
are the result of chromosomal variability. 
Women should not alone bear the blame 
for such disorders.
In organic evolution both females and males 
have survived through selection. The 
differences between the sexes have been 
perfected and accepted in evolution. Any 
determination between the sexes is 
therefore artificial.
The concept of consumerism leading to 
women becoming property symbol must be 
rej ected and need based consumption must 
be emphasised.
Judicious disposal of waste material by 
men and women is as important as their 
use.
Conspicious display of gold or other 
percious metals is against the national 
development. Indiscriminate use of 
synthetic fibres should be discouraged. As 
for example use of synthetic clothes in the 
kitchen can lead to fire accidents. Similarly
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plastic materials should be kept away from 
fire.

Our crops Agricultural operations are facilitated by
the cooperation of men and women. The 
teacher may illustrate the idea by citing the 
example of both men and women working 
in the farm. Transplantion, husking etc., 
are mostly done by women, while men 
plough the field, women sow the seeds. 
Roles can be changed in view of the 
capability of the individuals. No work is 
gender based.

2.3 Social Sciences (Classes VII-VIII)

The child, at this stage, should be initiated into the study of India's 
past in all its major aspects such as social, cultural and scientific 
development. He/she should also be helped to appreciate diversities 
in ways of living and inter-dependence of various regions of India 
and the world. He/she should also know the civic and political 
institutions and understand contemporary social and economic 
issues and problems. Social skills and civic competences and a 
national perspective would, thus, equip him/her to participate in 
the task of social and economic reconstruction.

The study of Social Sciences at the Upper Primary stage may 
comprise the study of History, Geography, Civics, contemporary 
issues and problems. The various components of the content drawn 
from different subjects of Social Sciences should be seen is 
interrelated.

2.3.1 History (Classes VI-VUI) 

Rationale

The purpose of teaching/learning history may, very broadly, be seen 
as widening the horizons. No one would disagree with the view that 
parochialism is not agood thing and that for a proper understanding 
of one's immediate present also, it is necessary to see it in its wider 
context of space as well time. In terms of space, it means that one
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should see one's immediate spatial environment in the context of the 
wider world. In terms of time, it means to see the present age among 
other ages. The present cannot be understood independently and in 
isolation of what has gone before. History is a continuous process, 
of which the present is a part which is linked to the past and hence, 
can be understood only as apart of that processes. Thus, the context 
of time, that is of history, is crucial to an understanding of the 
present. No major problem can be seen and understood apart from 
its historical context. The study of history also shows that the world 
of human beings is not stationary but is subject to constant and 
continuous movement, change and development. It helps in 
understanding contemporary processes of change, of movement as 
well as of continuity. By making us aware of the variety and diversity 
in humanity as well as of unity, and of change, it makes for a less 
narrow-mindedpersonality and promotes independence ofjudgement 
and an attitude of appreciation of contemporary processes of 
change.

History was, for long, misused to legitimize and sanctify the 
status quo, including the most illegitimate authority and the most 
oppressive social systems. Imperialists have used it to promote 
ideas of national chauvinism and 'racial' superiority and to justify 
their wars of conquest in terms of fulfilling their ’national destiny’ 
Pernicious uses, in the same way, have often been made in India to 
promote obscurantism, communalism and regional, linguistic and 
cultural chauvinism. It is useful to be aware of these misuses 
while framing the objectives and content outline of the syllabi in 
history.

The content of history at the school stage also needs some 
clarification. Although, keeping in view the conceptual level of 
pupils at different stages, some simplification of historical knowledge 
is necessary, it should not mean merely presentation of scattered 
bits of information about events and potentialities of the past with 
a lot of simple, moral judgements thrown in. It may comprise major 
events and developments in the life of human beings from the 
earliest times with a focus on the sequence of changes in society in 
all its aspects. It should deepen the child's awareness and 
understanding of the society in which he/she lives, from his/her 
immediate environments to the country to the world as a whole.

The specific objectives of this Course may be—
1. To develop an understanding and appreciation of the dynamics 

of the ethnic diversity of India;
2. To promote an understanding of the major stages in the 

evolution of Indian society through the ages;
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3. To develop an appreciation of the growth of various components 
of Indian culture in different parts of the country in different 
periods;

4. To develop a critical appreciation of the past so that the pupil’s 
personality is free from irrational prejudices and bigotry, 
parochialism and communalism, andisimbuedwithascientific 
and forward looking outlook.

5. To develop an appreciation of India's cultural heritage and its 
compositive nature, of its richness and variety, and of the 
processes through which it has developed;

6. To develop the ability to study contemporary problems of 
Indian society in their historical perspective;

7. To develop an understanding of the processes of change so 
that an appreciation of the aspiration for change to establish 
a just social order is inculcated;

8. To promote the study of historical development of India in 
relation to and in the perspective of the history of manking as 
a whole;

9. To deepen knowledge about and understanding of India's 
freedom struggle and of the values and ideals that it 
represented; and

10. To develop an awareness of the necessity of and participation 
in the work of preservation of the historical remains.

Adequate attention should be paid to the aspects of change an d  
development. The teaching should be free from gender communal, 
parochial and other types of prejudices and should aim at the 
cultivation of a broad humanistic outlook.

While teaching history at the upper primary stage, the teacher 
should pay special attention to the following aspects:
□  The status and the role of women in the historical development 

of the society must be projected.
□  Women's contribution towards the growth of civilization and 

culture should be highlighted.
□  Various distorted facts of history relating to women should be 

avoided.
□  The generic term 'Man' should be replaced with terms like 

'Human beings', 'individuals', 'persons', 'people' or 'society' for 
a more wholistic approach.

□  The role of women in the development of world culture may be 
discussed.

□  The unique feature of our country, namely, unity in the midst 
of diversity, be properly emphasised.

It is felt that emphasis on these points will go a long way in



inculcating the value of gender equality in boys and girls. These will 
also help in the empowerment of girls.
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Knowledge Activities

I. Ancient India
Pre-historic cultures 
of India

Harrapa culture

New cultural pattern 
in India (1500 B.C- 
600 B.C)

India from the Rise 
of Magadha to the 
Maurya Empire

India during the 
period 200 B.C. to 
300 A.D.

India from 3000 A.D. 
to 800 A.D.

n. Medieval India
India from 800 A.D. 
to 1200 A.D.

India from early 13th 
to early 16th century.

Advent of the Mughals 
and Europeans

India under the 
Mughals and disinte
gration of the Mughal 
Empire

The teacher should lay emphasis on 
the following major ideas while 
planning and implementing 
instructional programme for upper 
primary classes.
Women as well as men have played an 
important role in the development of 
civilization. They have played 
important roles in the development of 
different aspects of culture, viz., 
religion, literature, art, science, 
political field, etc. In this context the 
contributions of the past and present 
eminent female saints poetesses, 
writers, social reformers, scientists 
etc. may be mentioned for the 
information of boys and girls. It will 
help pupils to understand history in 
its right perspective. Examples of 
eminent female personalities from 
world history may also be given to 
broaden their outlook towards the 
question of gender equality.
Women have participated effectively 
during the crucial phases of the history 
of freedom movement in India. The 
role played by women from different 
parts of India should be highlighted. 
The concept of Interdependence of 
different members of the society may 
be emphasised. Respect and pride in 
Indian culture may be developed in 
boys and girls.
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III. Modem India
India and Modem 
world

Rise, Growth and 
Impact of British 
Rule in India and 
Revolt against 
British Rule

British Policies and 
Administration in 
India, Changes in 
Economy and Society

Indian Nationalism and 
Struggle for Freedom

Feelings of national integration and 
tolerance for the views of others may 
be inculcated in the students.
A sense of patriotism, desire for 
freedom for self and others may be 
developed in boys and girls.
If proper facilities are provided women 
can contribute as effectively as men in 
all-round development of the country. 
Various aspects of the society and 
culture in different periods may 
objectively be explained to boys and 
girls. They may be helped to develop 
critical attitued towards the overall 
social phenomena.
In the past women could not contribute 
as much as they should have because 
they were socially and economically 
exploited by the society.
Exploitation of women and other 
weaker sections of the society, 
inhuman practices adopted towards 
them during different periods of history 
need be abhorred.
Boys and girls should be encouraged 
to develop a liking for democratic life 
style at home and in the society at 
large.
Attempts made to ameliorate the 
conditions of women in different 
periods and difficulties faced by the 
reformers may be explained to boys 
and girls.
There is a great importance of the 
social and economic emanicipation of 
women for the general progress of a 
country and for human equality. A  
need to provide equal opportunities 
for individual growth to boys and girls 
may be emphasised.
Special mention of social reformers
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and Sufi saints may be made. In the 
present social context a strong need 
for legislation to remove social evils 
like dowry, bride price, child marriage, 
infanticide, children's employment, 
wasteful spending on post-death 
ceremonies etc. may be highlighted. 
Conscious efforts should be made to 
develop respect for human values in 
boys aswell asgirls. This will ultimately 
lead to mutual respect, care and love 
in males and females in the society 
and consequently promote gender 
equality.
Fundamental rights and other 
provisions provided in our 
Constitution for safeguarding the 
Interests of women may be brought to 
the notice of boys and girls. This will 
help girls to realise their strength and 
make boys aware of the legal rights of 
women in the society.
Efforts may be made to develop in the 
pupils a respect for secularism and 
casteless society.
Boys and girls should be helped to 
accept democracy as a way of life at 
home and in the outer world. They 
should treat one another as equals 
and respect views of each other.
The teacher should develop scientific 
attitude in boys and girls by giving 
them an opportunity to discuss 
historical facts and draw inferences. 
Visits to places of historical and 
national importance maybe arranged. 
Seminar on the contributions of 
Madam Curie, Florence Nightingale, 
Joan or Arc, Mother Teressa etc. to 
human welfare and happiness may 
be organised. Students may be
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encouraged to prepare scrap books on 
the life histories of various freedom 
fighters such as Ram Lakshmi Bai, 
Madam Kama, Sarojini Naidu, Annie 
Besasnt, Indira Gandhi, Captain 
Lakshmi Bai oflNA, Lalita Shastri etc. 
Boys and girls should participate in 
such activities in a co-operative model.

2.3.2 Geography (Classes VI-Vlll)

Rationale

At ghe Upper Primary stage, Geography may be introduced as a 
separate subject under Social Sciences. The course in Geography at 
this stage, covering a period of three years, shouldbe treated as a self 
contained unit. It should be possible to widen the perspective of the 
students through the study of life in different parts of the world. 
Elements of physical, economic/regional and practical geography 
should form an integral part of the course. This would help in 
developing a geographical perspective necessary to understand the 
complexities of the human-environment relationship in a globed 
context and the interdependence of region/countries of the world. 
This framework should also help the students in understanding 
problems of economic development of their own countiy/State.

Objectives
The geography course at this stage should have the following 
objectives:
□  to promote an understanding of the different elements of the 

physical environment which, infact, affect ways of living of the 
human beings.

□  to help the students realize that human beings everywhere try 
to make the best possible use of their environment, including 
gifts provided by nature to satisfy their needs;

□  to help the students appreciate the role of human beings armed 
with Science and technology, in developing the natural resources 
for raising the standard of living of the people;

□  to help the students realize the interaction of human beings with
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the environment has resulted In environmental degradation, 
e .g. depletion of resources and pollutioin of the environment, the 
very survival of humanity. Hence, there is an urgent need to use 
the resources of the environment wisely;

□  to help the students understand the variety of ways of living in 
different parts of the world and interdependence of regions 
countries, leading ultimately to the promotion of international 
understanding;

□  to develop tin appreciation of the value of cooperative effort at the 
local, national and world levels for developmental activities;

□  to help the pupil learn from the experiences of other people 
nations and understand their relevance to India in developing its 
own resources;

□  to acquaint the students with the political map of the world, 
location of different countries, distribution of major resources 
and major economic products entering into international trade;

□  to develop an ability to use the tools of geography such as maps, 
globes, charts and photographs and

□  to acquaint the students with elementary methods of study used 
by geographers such as field study/project work.

Teaching Learning Strategies
Some of the core curricular areas as mentioned in POA such as 
protection of environment, inculcating scientific temper and small 
family noimshould Me integrated into the course content of Geography 
at appropriate places.

It may be emphasised that India is a unique country and so are 
her problems.Todaylfisa nation in transition, anation on the move. 
The metamorphosis is slowly and imperceptibly taking place and 
education is now engaged in preparing the child for a type of society 
which does not yet exist and is yet to emerge. This preparation 
depends upon the Ingenuity of the teachers and their capacity and 
capability to create such a climate that could be conducive to 
promote desirable changes in children as to free them from the 
throttling influence of derogatory practices and attitudes. The 
development of values and attitudes is not an easy task. It is 
suggested that the teachers should lay special emphasis to develop 
understanding about the following aspects in boys and girls.
□  Equality of opportunity in all productive work contributes to 

national development and optimum participation of both sexes 
is a pre-requisite for nation building.

□  Dignity of labour is involved in every task undertaken for 
personal or collective welfare.
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□  Women have played positive role and made contribution to the 
socio-economic system in different regions of the world.

□  Economic development has affected the status of women in 
different regions in different intensity.

□  Women's participation is essential for socio-economic 
development in any region.

□  Rejection of the values of consumerism and emphasis on need 
based consumption is desirable for men and women.

□  Rejection of the values of dependence of women is imperative 
for their development.

□  Rejection of the practices and tradition in society which are 
derogatory to the interest of women is required.

□  Rejection of the conservative ideas about the capacities and 
capabilities of women is needed.

□  Hazards of the declining sex ratio are tremendous.

Knowledge Activities

Lands and People in:
Africa
South America
Australia
Antarctica
North America
Europe
Soviet Union
Asia
India

To help boys and girls to appreciate equal 
responsibility of males as well as females 
for a successful living and progress of the 
country. The students should appreciate 
the changeability of roles in world of work. 
To help students understand the great 
diversity of physical environment and 
resultant economic activities in different 
regions stressing nonsegregated social 
relationship of men and women. To help 
students understand the traditional and 
contemporary forces that operate to the 
disadvantage and advantage of women.
To help the students to appreciate the 
composite culture of nation and help to 
develop an attitude of esteem and respect 
for each other.
To emphasise the positive contribution 
made to the economic system by women in 
different regions.
To analyse the nature of exploitation of 
working people in general and women in 
particular.
To help students to understand contri
butions of various groups of men and
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women to the cultured, scientific and 
political development of different regions. 
To appreciate the traditional as well as 
modem values of life which establish 
balance between boys and girls for overall 
good-of the society in every region.
To highlight the interdependence of the 
men and women of different regions 
communities.
To help boys and girls understand the 
impact of economic development on the 
status of women and vice verse.
Women are to be equal partners for a 
healthy and successful development of any 
region. They are a part of human resource. 
Analysis of population characteristics of 
different countries with emphasis on 
availability, of opportunities for women may 
be made for the benefit of students.

2.3.3 Civics (Classes Vl-Vill)

Rationale

The course of Civics at the Upper Primary stage is intended to 
promote well informed and intelligence citizens who have the ability 
to participate in the affairs of their community effectively. From this 
point of view, the course at this stage should aim mainly at imparting 
training in civic life. It should contain such socially imperative 
knowledge as would not only impart understanding of the civic 
processes but also provide training in the development of civic 
competencies which are essential to ensure citizens participation in 
the task of social and economic reconstruction. In this context, it is 
equally important that Civic and political institutions. Some practical 
aspects of citizenship education should also be incorporated from 
the point of view of adopting a functional approach.

Objectives
□  to provide intelligence understanding of the various social 

responsibilities and civic process to the students;
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□  to help the students to understand our Constitution and the 
values unshrined in it.

□  to acquaint the students with the machinery of the government 
at different levels;

□  to make the students conscious of the contemporary social 
and economic problems and issues, instilling in them thereby, 
a sense of responsibility to face them effectively;

□  to promote a feeling of Indianness among students;
□  to promote among students the feeling of oneness with the 

people and their institutions;
□  to inculcate in the student the values of egalitarianism, 

democracy, secularism and national integration; and
□  to develop in the student an understanding that there is a need 

for international peace and cooperation.
While teaching Civics the following general points should be kept

in view by the teachers. This step will help in improving status of
women and promoting gender equality.
□  Emphasis should be laid on proper projection of the status of 

women in the political development of the nation;
□  Any remark denigrating the status of women should be deleted.
□  The contribution of women should be viewed not in isolation 

but as an integral part of the total freedom-struggle, framing of 
the Constitution and the development of a free and modem 
India;

□  Women's contribution towards the all-round development of 
the nation is to be highlighted;

□  The role and contributioin of some eminent women of India 
and other countries such as Ahilya Bai, Razia Sultana, Rani of 
Jhansi, Sarojini Naidu, Aruna Asaf Ali, Indira Gandhi, Margret 
Thatcher, Smt. Bandemaikke, Smt. Golda Mier etc. should be 
explained to boys and girls. While referring to eminent women, 
care should be taken to mention the names of some of the less 
known women whose contribution is quite considerable in the 
freedom struggle or administration of the country and in other 
spheres;

□  Through the teaching of Civics special emphasis is to be made 
on the political and legal rights of women. Women should be 
made more and more politically conscious, specially in rural 
areas. It may be emphasised that the gap between theory and 
practice in the enjoyment of legal and political rights has to be 
bridged. It is to be seen that women enjoy these rights in reality;

□  Other rights of women provided by the Charter of Human 
Rights may be highlighted;



□  Women's role in eradicating social evils and customs has to be 
emphasised.

Emphasis on the above mentioned points shall ultimately help in 
the empowerment of the girls in terms of the parameters mentioned 
in POA (1992).
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Civics Class VI

Knowledge Activities

Development of the 
Community

Local Government

Distt. Administration

Preservation of 
Property of the 
Community and its 
Utilization

Duties of the members of the family are 
exchangeable. Teachers shall project roles 
of boys and girls in interchangeable mode 
in the family and the community.
Girls are a part of the human resource. 
Special emphasis should be laid on the 
revision of suitable facilities for their 
educational and physical development by 
the society.
Teachers should deplore such customs 
which degrade women and discourage them 
to take active part in local bodies e.g. Gram 
Panchayat, Mahila Mandals, Zila Parishad 
etc. They should point out to the students 
that women should take active part in 
identifying local problems, planning 
solutions and implementing action points. 
Women should have adequate facilities for 
healthy living and educational 
development. Whenever there are any 
gender disparities the women should 
oppose the same and assert their rights 
with the administration to obtain the same. 
Teachers should explain that women are 
as efficient workers as men in all fields. 
They have proved their efficiency as doctors, 
engineers, judges, lawyers etc. Hence girls 
should set high targets for themselves and 
work hard to achieve the same.
Teachers should instill in boys and girls 
that women are equally responsible for the 
safeguard of the public property. They 
should also take active interest in ensuring
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that the public money allocated for the 
developmental activities in the area are 
properly utilised. They should be vigilant 
to ensure that women are not only equal 
participants in the developmental processes 
but are also equal beneficiaries of the same.

Class VII

Teachers should discuss the directive 
principles of state policy and special 
attention given to women. Provision for 
equal rights of women in the Indian 
Constitution may be explained to boys and 
girls.

Law Making Process The teachers should discuss in the class
that women are equal participants in law 
making process in Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha 
and State Assemblies. Hence they should 
be equally respected in the society. 
Whenever the women get an opportunity to 
become MLA or MP, they should take active 
part in law making process and ensure that 
women's interest are protected from all 
angles.

Executive Laws While explaining the role of the executive
the teacher should lay emphasis that girls 
can equally avail the opportunities of 
becoming civil servants, prime minister, 
chief minister. President of India etc. All 
the avenues are open for girls. It is for them 
to assert their rights and avail the 
opportunities.

Interpreting Law At the point of explaining j udicial system to
boys and girls, the teacher should 
encourage girls not to accept injustice at 
home, in the society, at place of work etc. If 
there is aneed, they should fight for justice. 
The reference of voluntary agencies who 
fight the cause of suffering women free of

Features of our 
Constitution
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Knowledge Activities

strengthening
democracy

Social Problems

cost may be made. The circumstances 
wherein the free legal aid from the state can 
be obtained may be explained to them.

class vm

Teacher should project women as equal 
citizens under the Constitution. Importance 
of judicious use of vote by men and women 
should be emphasised. Ample opportunities 
should be given to learners to develop 
critical judgement, balanced opinion, 
discipline in public life, contempt for 
violence etc. necessary for strengthening 
democratic set up. Role of women in social 
and economic reconstruction of the society 
may be highlighted by the teachers. 
Teachers should emphiasise that men and 
women are equally responsible for the 
achievement of national goals.
Through discussions should be held in the 
class on the problems like illiteracy, low 
status of women, right of the child, anti 
social practices, problems related to 
sheduled castes, tribes etc. Boys and girls 
should have frank discussions and draw 
inferences. They should be encouraged to 
find out s ’ ......... :o these problems. Girls

discussions.
Teachers should also discuss in the class 
that boys and girls, when grown up, should 
oppose customs like dowry demand, bride 
price, early marriage, stigma attached to 
widowhood, infertility etc. As these have no 
logical basis in the present social context. 
Moreover these are the root cause of

I

developing inferiority complex in the 
females. Hence such customs and 
traditions should be opposed at all cost.

should participants in the
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Knowledge Activities

Economic Problems

National Integration

Defence of the 
Country
India and the World

World Problems

Equal role of men and women In eradication 
of poverty, control of population, maximum 
use of available resources and making the 
country self-reliant should be emphasised.
Teacher should focus on the contributions 
of females in the development of the 
economy of the nation. Efforts may be 
made to generate self-esteem in the girls so 
that they may feel empowered and look 
forward for better participation in the 
developmental programmes. Boys and girls 
should be made to understand that co
operation and mutual help make life easy 
and better for all.
Boys and girls should be made to 
understand the importance of national 
integration for the progress of the country.
The underlying idea is to develop in them 
a hatred for communalism, linguism, 
gender bias.'anct/fcasteism. They should 
appreciate the existence of interdependence 
of regions and persons living in them.
Teacher should highlight women's entry in 
the defence forces.
Teachers should discuss common problems 
faced by the women in India and other 
countries of the world. Teachers should 
give illustration from third world countries 
also. Newspaper cuttings should be put up 
on the school board highlighting the issues. 
Existing disparities in various areas 
between developed and developing 
countries should be explained to boys and 
girls.
Dangers of nuclear war and how women 
and children suffer the most during these 
wars may be discussed in the class.
Boys and girls should be informed about 
various problems like apartheid, human 
rights, pollution etc. They should be 
encouraged to m g^.^^i^cgjitrtbw^p^i^ i hf

-Nation?i lostitu e o f Educations! 
Planning and Administration. 
17-8, Sri Aurobindo M arj,
New Delhi-110016
DOC, N o ...................
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Knowledge Activities

overcoming the problems when they are
grown up.

Project Work Boys and girls should cooperate with each
others in planning and implementation of
the various projects.

Activities in the Community

□  Community to be made aware of the relationship between 
nutrition, health and educational development of children. 
For development of the community, it is necessary that males 
and females should contribute actively. Hence equal attention 
should be paid to their physical, mental and emotional 
development.

□  Community should be made to realise the long term damage 
caused to society by non-participation of females in the local 
democratic institutions. Participation of-females in planning 
welfare programmes is important for their development and 
also for the growth of the nation.

□  Children should be taken to Panchayat meetings to show the 
participation of male and female members.

□  Community should be motivated to practice the laws made in 
favour of girls.

P  Parents should be made to understand that boys and girls are 
equal participants in the national development. Hence they 
should be given equal opportunities for mental and physical 
development..

□  Community should be sensitized to the far reaching impact of 
social problems on the overall development of the nation and 
need for equal co-operation of men and women in overcoming 
these problems.

□  Community should also be made aware of the importance of 
national integration.
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2.4 Language Teaching (JSnglish, Hindi)

2.4.1 English (Classes VI-VIII) 

Rationale

The syllabus in English should be geared to the needs of the 
students and should take into account the structure of the discipline 
and the position of English in the socio economic and cultural life 
of the region.

Overall Objectives
The teaching and learning of English should contribute materially 
towards the realisation of the larger goals of education:
1. which are enshrined in our Constitution i.e. development of a 

pluralist and open society which is democratic, socialist and 
secular in nature;

2. which take into account the various elements of the common 
core such as the promotion of values like equality of sexes, 
protection of the environment, removal of social barriers and 
inculcation of scientific temper; and

3. which are envisaged in the national system of education i.e. 
learner-centered rather than teacher-centered approach in 
the transaction of the curriculum.

Specific Objectives
The specific obj ectives of teaching and learning English are spelt out 
in terms of language abilities of listening, speaking, reading and 
writing. The four basic language abilities vary from course to course 
and from stage to stage in degrees of attainments. Each ability 
comprises hierarchy of graded competencies which range from the 
most elementary to the highly sophisticated. The gramatical and 
lexical items used for developing language abilities vary from class 
to class.

Focal Points in the Teaching Learning Situations
Teachers should not give any reference to women that denigrate 
their status. They should take care to play down all such references 
in the existing readers and endeavour to put things in the correct 
perspective. The teachers should refer to the biographies of women 
such as freedom fighters, social workers, explorers, scientists,
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doctors, engineers, teachers, sportswomen etc. In addition to this a 
few accounts of other women like office workers, farm workers, 
housewives should also find place. Proper emphasis on the role of 
such women should be laid in the teaching programme. The 
contributions of women writers, poets, and novelists should be 
given their due place.

The legal right of women should be emphasised to sensitize boys 
and girls to the changing social context. Women should be viewed 
not in isolation but as an integral part of the total human situation. 
The conventional myths about the coordination oflndian womanhood 
which Eire drawn largely from the images of middle class should be 
exploited.

The realities about the attitudes of various classes of the rural 
populatioin towards women, some of which (attitudes) may be at 
variance with those of the urban middle class should be brought to 
light.

In projecting the desired status of women in society care should 
be taken to generate a spirit of cooperation, and not of confrontation 
with the other sex, even though competition and confrontation are 
the facts of life which exist in the society at the moment. Such 
confrontation is known to lead to hasty divorces resulting in broken 
homes. While an awareness of these facts is desirable it should be 
seen that no stigma is allowed to be attached to separation and 
divorce, if they have to take place. Likewise, letno stigma be attached 
to spinsterhood, widowhood and re-marriage.

Knowledge Activities

grasps meaning of 
words and sentences 
from the context.

understands the total 
underlying meaning in 
the context, 
locates significant 
details
follows sequence of 
ideas, facts, etc.
predicts outcomes 
responds to the passge 
read

Use of the words like man handle 
which are difficult to substitute as 
human handle or person handle 
should be avoided.
Teachers should help girls and boys 
to appreciate the roles of males and 
females in the society with equal 
respect.
Girls and boys should be equally 
encouraged to take initiative for 
participation in class room activities.

Teaching-leaming processes should 
focus on the development of decision-
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Knowledge Activities

comprehends non
prescribed materials

* acquires the ability to 
use a suitable 
dictionary

Writing Ability

The students
* masters the machanics 

of writing

* spells words correctly

uses appropriate voca
bulary and grammatical 
items

writes paragraphs, letters 
simple narrative and 
descriptive pieces.

making and problem solving abilities 
in girls as well asboys. Girls should be 
given equal attention.
Girls and boys should feel free to mix 
up with each other while planning 
and implementing various activities 
in the school.
Teachers should provide equal 
opportunities to boys and girls for 
reading textbook lessons, making 
sentences, and other oral activities.

Girls and boys should be encouraged 
to write paragraph, letters, simple 
narrations, anecdoctes and 
descriptive paras on current problems 
of women. The students should be 
encouraged to express their view 
points freely. The teachers should 
make efforts to develop in the students 
a healthy outlook towards life. Boys 
and girls should view each other in 
the co-operative model.
Boys and girls should also be 
encouraged to write imaginative 
stories, events, suggesting solution to 
the problems being faced by the girls.
Pictures and illustrations showing 
participation of women non- 
traditional profession may be 
displayed on the walls to acquaint 
and familiarise students with feist 
changing roles ofwomeninthe society. 
The children should imbibe the idea 
that all activities at home or outside 
the home are gender neutral.
Teacher should see that newspapers 
are made available to the students for 
reading. The teachers should help in
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Knowledge Activities

displays imagination in 
writing controlled and 
free compositions like 
stories, events and 
processes.

comprehension of the news items 
which are of interest to the girls and 
boys.
Special efforts maybe made to develop 
communications skill in the girls. They 
should be encouraged to assert their 
rights in the school situations. They 
should be made to understand that 
shyness and passive behaviour in 
them in the presence of males is no 
more a positive point in the present 
social context. They should be 
encouraged to be bold, courageous 
and self reliant in life.
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Appendix I

Recommendation of the National Seminar on the Status of Women
1975-1976

The three-day rtatlonal seminar on Identification of Values Commensurate 
with the Status o f Women for Incorporation in School Textbooks which 
was held under the joint auspices of the NCERT and A.N.S. Institute of 
Social Studies, finalised the following items at the summing up sessions 
of the seminar.

Objectives
I. In the educational system, 

areas of home management 
should be projected as Joint 
responsibility of all the 
members.

II. Dignity fo labour must find 
reflection while taking care of 
the roles performed so that 
men and women develop 
respect for the roles 
performed inside and outside 
home.

III. Dependence of girls and 
women as a traditional value 
must be rejected, from which 
it follows that emphasis has 
to be laid on equal 
commitment for work at home 
and outside, by both the 
sexes.

IV. Equality of opportunity in all 
walks of life must lead to the 
realization of the responsibility 
to equal participation in the 
development of the nation.

V. Women should be able to 
attain their fulfilment by 
getting conscious of their 
rights and abilities.

VI. Decision-making process at all 
levels from family to society

being shared by both the 
sexes must be emphasised.

VII. Systematic understandings 
and campaigns against all 
practices degrading sexes in 
•matrimony e.g. dowry and 
bride price must be organised.

VIII. The concept of consumerism 
leading to women becoming 
prosperity symbol must be 
rejected and need-based 
consumption must be 
emphasised.

XI. Women should not be 
projected as sex symbols and 
dignity of persons is to be 
promoted so that women 
become self-reliant, self 
propelled and self-directed 
instead of being continuously 
projected.

In the light of these objectives 
the literature at the school level 
must be scanned and new 
literature must emerge with these 
values being reflected.

Political Science

1. Awareness of citizenship 
rights, duties and abilities,
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that women effectively 
participate In public life.

2. Adequate projection of 
women's role In the freedom 
movement.

3. Awareness of legal rights of 
women.

Economics

Concept of work be redefined so 
that domestic work is also 
considered a productive economic 
activity, there by discouraging sex 
disparity in gainful employment

Demography

Keeping in view the decline of 
females in the sex ratio in the 
country's population which reflects 
neglect of the female population, It 
need adequate projection that 
womenfolk is as important as 
menfolk.

Geography

Role diversification should be 
taken care of in area studies in the 
light of geo-ecological conditions.

History

1. True status of women in 
historical development must 
be projected.

2. Women's contribution 
towards the growth of 
civilisation is to be 
highlighted.

3. Distorted versions of facts of 
history relating to women 
have to be avoided.

Sociology

1. Family should be treated in 
such a way as to bring out

its functioning as a corporate 
system with joint responsi
bility.

2. Family as an institution 
should not be underplayed in 
respect of the changing status 
of women.

3. As marriage is the foundation 
of a healthy family life, variety 
of different marriage systems 
should be understood so that 
the mutual understanding 
and spirit of partnership 
is developed between the 
couple.

4. All rituals including dowry 
and bride price degrading the 
status of women should be 
avoided.

Science

1. Science education should be 
environment-based.

2. Science and technology do not 
degrade status of women as 
it has been proved that 
genetically or ability-wise 
women are not the weaker 
sex.

3. The teaching of science be 
made imperative for girls.

4. Scientific knowledge of human 
physiology is a must for boys 
and girls.

5. Age of marriage must be 
carefully planned.

6. Science education should be 
supported by parent 
education so that the 
incongruence between school 
teaching and its application 
at home is reduced.

7. Obscumtism with regard to 
sex, food, etc. should be 
removed.

8. Those women who take 
professional training should
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see that their talents are not 
wasted.

Mathematics

1. Work at the domestic level is 
equally productive and should 
be projected as a 
responsibility to be shared by 
all members of the family.

2. Dignity of work in any walk 
of. life should be reflected 
through exercises projecting 
computation of time, labour 
and energy consumed at each 
Job.

3. Growing participatory role of 
women In all walks of life 
must be reinforced and failure 
In participation must reflect 
on loss of labour force.

4. Indications of social, economic 
and cultural changes to be 
knit In mathematical 
exercises so as to Imprint 
change indicators for raising 
aspiration level.

5. Mathematics teaching must 
emphasise logical thinking so 
as to discover evils of dowry 
system and bride price and 
bring out the importance of 
small family norm from the 
point of view of family welfare.

6. Decision-making competence 
in both boys and girls should 
be equally developed through 
mathematics teaching.

7. In the context of equality of 
opportunities, to highlight 
through mathematical data 
that women can shoulder 
responsibilities, equally.

8. To help In the eradication of 
social evils such as dowry, 
death ceremonies, etc., by 
highlighting their arithmetical 
aspects.

9. To minimise the allurement 
for gold, sliver and other 
valuables and to increase the 
national resources by 
depositing in the saving 
banks.

10. The biographies of women 
mathematicians and their 
contributions should be 
highlighted.

Humanities
1. Textbooks and supplementary 

readers in English, Hindi and 
regional languages at the 
school stage should be 
scrutinised from the point of 
view of th$ status of women 
so as to delete all references 
that denigrate their status.

2. In the supplementary readers 
as well as In language readers 
biographies of women In 
different walks of life, such as 
freedom fighters, sports 
women, explorers, statesmen 
and scientists should be 
Included.

3. The various myths about the 
subordination of Indian 
women drawn from images of 
middle class should be 
exploded. If reality about the 
bulk of the women about the 
Indian country side should be 
brought to light.

4. The legal rights of women In 
different speres should be 
emphasised.

5. The contributions of women 
writers, poets and novelists 
should be highlighted.

6. All corporate efforts made for 
raising women's status 
suffrage movements and the 
work of the AIWC should be 
highlighted.
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7. Care must be taken to see 
that the main objective of the 
new status of women is to 
generate a spirit of 
cooperation with the other sex 
and not of confrontation. 
While cooperation, competi
tion and conflict occur In all 
societies, the conflict between 
sexes or between the 
generations should not be 
highlighted. These books 
should also contain a 
corrective description of all 
broken homes resulting from 
hasty divorce, if it has to take 
place.

8. Women should be viewed not 
in isolation but as part of the 
total situation.

Fine Arts

1. Any disabilities suffered by 
women in the domain of 
music either In learning or 
practising it, should be done 
away with in painting, 
sculpture and dance women 
should not be projected as sex 
symbols. The prupose of these

arts should be to enable 
women to realise themselves.

2. The fact that men also have a 
share in performing arts like 
dance (both folk and classical) 
should be highlighted.

3. A better image of an artist 
should be projected as 
nowadays many unviable 
stereotypes are associated 
with artistes such as painters, 
dancers, poets or film stars.

4. Efforts should be made to 
inpalcate love for fine arts 
among both men and women. 
Such children’s literature as 
magazines for boys and girls 
should also be scanned after 
eliminating references 
denigrating the status of 
women. Though this falls 
outside the sphere of the 
tasks set for the seminar, it 
was felt that children are 
influenced in a big way by 
such literature and efforts 
must be made at whatever 
level possible to influence the 
mass-media and children's 
Journals in this direction.
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Background Material for Development of Handbook 
English VI, VII and VIII

Home Management is a joint responsibility of both the sexes. 
Equality between the sexes should find place in class room and 
also in the school environment
Teachlng-leamlng of English must develop a sense of participation 
and empowerment of, the girls in the class rooms.
Legal rights of women should be projected and stigma attached to 
spins terhood, widowhood and divorced situations should be 
discarded.
Efforts made by Social Reformers and corporate bodies like AIWC, 
YWCA, University Graduate Women's Association towards improving 
the lot of women should be projected.
Conventional myths regarding the subordination of Indian women 
which are largely drawn from images of middle class should be 
exploded. ,
The Listening Ability — The teacher should make girls feel

secure and comfortable so that they 
develop concentration and acquire 
ability to listen and understand the 
meaning of words, phrases etc.

The Speaking Ability — Ample opportunity should be provided
to girls to discuss and participate 
actively in the answering of questions, 
raising appropriate questions and 
recitation. This must result in girls' 
shunning shyness.

— Reading aloud by girls should be 
encouraged and they must be made to 
practice reading out their own 
sentences as well. This will help girls 
to feel empowered.

The Writing Ability — Girls should be encouraged to write
paragaraphs, letters, simple narrations 
and descriptive pieces on the current 
problems of women asserting their own 
view points.

— Girls must be encouraged to write 
imaginative stories, events, processes 
suggesting solution to the problems 
facing girls.

The Reading Ability
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English is generally taught as a second language in Indian schools. The 
English teacher must look upon the school children just as students 
and not as boys and girls discriminating on the ground of sex. The 
following are some of the points which the teacher should keep in mind 
while teaching English.
1. Effective pictures and illustrations be shown to the children who 

are mostly from rural India that women is not merely a mother but 
she can be a teacher, a doctor, a professor, an engineer, an 
administrator, a politician, a diplomat, a captain of a ship, a pilot 
of a plane, a social reformer or a social worker like Mother Teresa, 
a freedom fighter, a lover of wild animals, etc. The pictures and 
illustrations showing the women in the above capacities should 
abound on the walls of classrooms and in the textbooks, as well as 
the Supplementary Readers.

2. The teacher of English should guide and teach the students through 
visual aids like pictures, puppets depicting women working in the 
fields as hard as men, woricing <n the hospitals side by side with 
the members of the other sex, working in factories side by side 
with men facing and handling heavy and dangerous machines for 
long hours, attending to the household duties, such as lifting water 
from a well, cutting fuel, washing clothes in coorperation with 
men-folk in addition to mere buying things in the market

3. The teacher should graphically describe to the students how women 
participate in sports and games in Olympics, TV sets may be made 
use of in this respect

4. The textbooks should consist of lessons and pictures illustrating 
women working actively with men in Defence Forces, like the Air 
Force, the Navy and the Army as doctors, engineers etc.

5. The teacher should on occasions Invite women writers, artists, 
musicians and such other talented personalities to talk to them or 
give performance before them showing their talent

6. There must be provision for newspapers, radio, television etc. 
through which the different roles of women alongwith men can be 
displayed.

7. Above all, textbooks should not contain anything discriminatory or 
derogatory to women.

8. Last but not the least, the teachers should rise to the occasion to 
set right the prejudices that may raise their ugly heads in the lines 
of the textbooks.

Activities Reinforcing Equality between the Sexes
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Hiq’HI'll (^ IT  6 -7 -8 )

1. WFTcTT q>t Mil’ll
2. (qf»i~i 8Nt ^  ^PTR TRR 

f ^ T  ^ 1

3. 3m  f e c l i y  TTcf 3TR*T ftr*f<TT ^  fa<*>fad H I  aqfc w f  

TT^f ■yqRT *fT^I

4. «tifcict>l3it ^f <̂=iir*i*-ii*i ’Miq'ii ofit 'Jll'jo f=tJMl '*ll'<l

5. MKWRAj1 *)*HR trgf W 5 ^ l "Sfit TT f̂ctT ^  2flfc ^fcS^K 

W*TI 3>fda >1=t>KI '5114,1

6. ■graisif % Wtft^F, HH(*M> TTq *n̂ R*TW faFTO % 3T3f̂ T 3^fR KFT
«n̂ i

7- ■qft^nc 3  %  f i r  a fa  f t * #  «Ft <t*ti ^ i g ^ n p f

WtT|
8. *ii*ilf*!et>, 3iif*f«t>, <.i'sA(fl«h cT*U ^ f«M = K  '<RrC Hlfl %  •h!1 ts.ll *KI5I '*ii>̂  

^«n 313R̂  «R

*iflcu *M«WI ^T ftnsm UU

1. ^  Tff3 ̂ nr Pnt̂  'jflqi («t(«mdi fc<ai=m sflr 
®iifciehi'iTf qn •hVisi'1 '3^ w^i

2. **)ih)h sfo qft M̂ tniaff, 'jifci+, snf îrat iiR l̂ % sre, urrt ark 
Ĥ jwi«t> x*$a

3. %  w f f  ark  - ^ f f t  w  ^ n a r f  ^  t o  ^ f t  s fa  

■IĤ'Jl «imr ^  Rrioil 'Jliy.l
4. tiH iia i ^ rc-H R «m %  qmiq<.ui ^  l?t'SJ(F ^  *IFft ^iRs^l

5. d l'+ i- 'lR l q HI*-4! TrfcT M  <rlW '̂ fN'T % HI^H ^  -IkV^^ ^  ■HMMCII y=fc<i 
# 1 4 #  4  5mi^T *fcrc ^IFK ^  t  wfwild'd
'’IIQ.I

*jiA 3Tfc

wm TRnifaqn!

i r o m  f a r a r  a n t r  f s n r d  d if a < w t f  ■srr d i n i d ^ u i
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îTdct ^ n ff i

— «ii(ci«t»i3jf if sji'tii y=tid <*><.*} <rar m̂h 
1Jj5  ̂ 'oRY WT*2? <JcMH ^  P*!*^ <=bf̂ ld '3^FT
Pwiffal ¥tI

— <Mlfcl=t)l'ift Hd-l «i<M< 3T^R ŷ i'i 
^  ^  3ihA sn^rf^^RT «(<*l 
TI%I ^  snc^fe^RT '3*tRlcR «ici*iI W ^l

—  cTS% 3̂ C ij!Sfifi-q)‘ t( -qf^isff efi ÎF?T3Tf, 
f t * #  aifc -3 ^f t ^ r  w i t  ^ M f m. it®  
fcna  ̂̂ i TracTT ■3Fir

— cisPb4!! 'gRI 3T ^  Pi «!'*?, «FaH'l=h,

fnfoiH i ^R PtrHl WIT -qif^m
—  W  *<R TT ^l4 lp jld  yRl4)Pld|3ff i f  d̂ f̂ FTf 

^ t  f f M  "3 ^ 3  faeRT ^ n f^ i

—  w  i f  f̂ raR 3nsnftcT -g w iR  3 f^ r  ^  

W l ■R%̂T-T33»cn w i t  f*RR
<jŷ i 3R*S fa«ii ■% 

tTTWT ^  d s 4»-cl'sf«t)'Hi TR^I

— flHWI f^M W ^TW JR  ̂ T ®HpW'K1 31k
^ r  3  ^FrraR ^ r  tpirt ^ ‘i 
'JilqH W iPi ĥ 3TTOR ^R Pt’ttffi.d ^>t -51̂ 1

TI8t-|(R ct>i4s»H

1 . ■SRTsweJli itrt

1. "SlTsfal *̂IcT ''R 3fa ^3^ îT sfTR eis4> sfa dsPfcHl >̂T Pi<rli *JcIT $lHI

2. 3TM ^T [eMK-^rci' <rlRsl4>l3Tf % IR f qP4a *fl«H >̂T <s<ri«i hRimKH 
«=ti<'rii I

3. ^Rt Hfa^di %  ^f *151^^1 % ^ W I

4. trfl^Ta ff %  g c ^ a - f a  ^ f e i  ^ f a i

5. 3f*f5 tT%W 3TfMsrnf <T?TF Vi*g3 °qpM ^f ^  ^RFTT ^  3?K 

^*R T O  ■'R ̂ T% =RÎ

2. (®1*1I'»I1 3̂  •S’I'M '1IM«H<.UI

W  jq>ii'3i'i W^-W^T3ff % tcT  ̂■«(*-Hlein ^tl Jify^ "Tf^Tlsff % '̂ FI TR

Hd"1

RHItelA >̂t ^VmciiM.

N'ti'i F̂it «ti<*iain
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WfnRrld 3?fa 3tfo g  H 5 i ^ cil %  TR? ^R
^  ssrarsrf ̂  n̂̂ i

3. H°i 3T̂J 'b̂ T >̂1 tf*̂ l

1. fa fa - r  sNf ̂  Tifag nf̂ cHiarf a fo  hsi^ nT%  M r  ar^ r 'sqg«Ki 
^FSlf 3  W T I ^ ^ f l  ^ F F  ^ ifvT ^ R  f a d ^ d  WTT^fl

2. ^ i f a f l  W^Tt >̂T <i<rrA<2l 3ffc M^t-1 -^liT %  fJRT f^T I
3. •R-';TRt ^  M PT  F̂RTT ^  tlVlSi'1 TFSRft y-H'l ^R? TT f^^McT RtiU, I

4. yRi-*APwi^

1. t  T3*F M H-fwrf ̂  3f%5 ^pff, efg ̂ «TI3Tf % w  
l̂fir#raT3?f =FT 3?P̂ 5R (Vî l 'sll̂ l

2. *T*nft<T viRi<ilf'mi3Tf ̂ iT 3n*fl'aiH t̂ l
3. ^H W I*id+  u4HI^=b 3Tf^oqr=w4lf yfd^Pldl^' 3TFTtf̂ RT ^fl

4. 4ld il^ R l Hffl^Plfllk, W**M <=t><l̂  'Jll^l

3T=*T 4>l4shM

3?k =t)fq|5(‘<l ^  i l l ’ll3rf ̂ )T Hid srk •3'1=t)| 3TfH'14ll
M PT! 'lid 'll ^T  H'^'ll
r̂f̂ F! MF?T-f*T% 3RFfo Wfafecf ■qf̂ FI Pl«bkri) ■3fT tl

*tt t i  % stt a t f w r a r  Tfrf^rf <ft s t t ^ b  f ^ n  ^  ^rft 
M FTiaff ''R f^RR fsifW T ^tl 

cT«n M M ,  f e w  %  ^ s t f ^ F  <=hl4=hdN %  1?TR ^  f w i f  %  

sigfcT M *c  w rc ft ^ t  w r  <t*jt % fcnj prefer s t^ r r  ^ft%  w m  3
^ lt-3 rfc rar %  3 #  W 1F5F HIH ftttx Il %  3  W T ^ F  % 5  ? fI



Mathematics (Classes VI, VII and VIII)

1. The teaching learning of mathematics at the Upper Primary stage enables the pupil to develop 
awareness of the need for observance of small family norm, removal of social barriers, 
elimination of sex biases;

2. General awareness of the various measures taken and being taken by the Government and 
other agencies for the socio-economic development concerning girls and the results of the 
same;

3. Abilities to read and interpret data from statistical graph exhibiting situation of the girl child;
4. Appreciation of equality of opportunity in all walks of life leadiing to the realization of the 

responsibility of equal participation in the development of the nation;
5. Habit of regular saving from the income and appropriate to investment safeguard the future 

of the family;
6. Awareness of the proper age for marriage and child birth and logical thinking so as to discover 

the evils of dowry system, bride price, expenses in death ceremonies.
7. Appreciation of the idea that both the sexes have equal rights in the family property.
8. The value of minimization of domestic extravagance and allurement of gold and silver as 

personal hoardings;
9. Self reliance and decision making by girls.

Mathematics VI, VII and VZDT

Knowledge Objectives In the School Outside the School

Natural numbers and whole 
numbers, simple properties 
of divisibility through 
patterns such as

1. The teaching learning of Problems to be developed for 
mathematics at the the textbook.
Upper Primary stage 
enables the pupil to
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Knowledge Objecttues

1. If a number Is divisible 
by another number then 
the first number is 
divisible by every factor 
of the second number.

2. If a number is divisible 
by each of the two or 
more co-prime numbers, 
it must be divisible by 
their product

3. If a number is a factor of 
each of two or more 
given numbers, it must 
be a factor of their sum.

4. If a number is a factor of 
each of two given num
bers, it must be a factor 
of their difference.

develop awareness of the 
need for observance of 
small family norm, 
removal of social barri
ers, elimination of sex 
biases.

2. General awareness of 
the various measures 
taken and being taken 
by the Govt and other 
agencies for the socio
economic development 
concerning girls and the 
results of the same.

3. Abilities to read and 
interpret data from 
statistical graphs 
exhibiting situation of 
the girl child.

4. Appreciation of equality 
of opportunity in all 
walks of life leading to 
the realization of the 
responsibility of equal 
participation in the 
development of the 
nation.

5. Habit of regular saving

In the School Outside the School
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from the Income and 
appropriate Investment 
to safeguard the future 
of the family.

6. Awareness of the proper 
age for marriage and 
child birth and logical 
thinking so as to dis
cover the evils of dowry 
system, bride price, 
expenses in death 
ceremonies.

7. Appreciation of the Idea 
that both the sexes have 
equal rights In the family 
property.

8. The value of minimiza
tion of domestic extrava
gance and allurement of 
gold and silver as 
personal hoardings;

9. Self reliance and decision 
making by girls.
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Sciences
1. Basic knowledge and skills in Science are equally required and applied by men and women.
2. Biological differences should not reflect inequalities.
3. Need based provision of food for the members of family.
4. All members of the community are responsible for the maintenance of balance of nature.
5. Need based consumption and judicious use of natural resources to be emphasised in the 

context of environmental protection and support to men and women.
6. Need for imbibing scientific attitude is essential for both men and women.
7. Equal opportunity for development of potentials has to be provided to boys and girls.
8. Awareness generation of occupational hazards and the means of alleviating them amongst 

boys and girls.
9. Men and women share equal responsibility in checking population explosion.
10. The perception and appeal of colours is culture bound. It has nothing to do with sexes.
11. The use of electricity and electrical fidgets is the joint responsibility of the family members.
12. Given an equal opportunity women can contribute as much to Science as men.
13. Basic complementarity of bi-sexual reproduction should be emphasized.
14. Social taboos and misconceptions regarding female physiology need be exploded.
15. Heredity is determined by both the parents.

Sciences

Knowledge Values/Objectives Activity inside the school Activity in the Comrramtty

Science in every day 
life

Basic knowledge and skills in 
Science are equally required 
and applied by men and 
women.

VI, VII & VIII 
Textbooks shall bring out 
various facets of Science that 
are applicable to everyday
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Structure and 
function of the living 
body

Biological differences should 
not reflect inequalities 
Basic complementarity of bi
sexual reproduction should 
be emphasized.
Social taboos and miscon
ceptions regarding female 
physiology need be exploded. 
Heredity is determined by 
both, the parents.

Judicious use of Need based provision of food
energy for the iftembers of family

life; rather everyday life is fall 
of opportunities from where 
illustrations of use of Science 
can be called out.

Such illustrations must be 
selected by the teachers that 
are commonly available for 
both boys and girls in the 
location, so that girls are not 
left out from the experiential 
level.

Textbooks shall delineate the 
structure and functions of 
the living bodies including 
the functions of the repro
duction. The special case of 
the female reproductoiy 
system for better future 
progeny is to be explained.

Teachers will highlight the 
role of parents in nurturing 
equality between boys and 
girls from the viewpoint of 
complimentarity of the 
bisexual reproduction.

Textbooks shall handle the 
basic questions of source,

Community has to be 
made aware and
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Knowledge Values/Objectives Activity inside the school Actlvity in the Community

Need based consumption 
and judicious use of natural 
resources to be emphasized 
in the context of environ
mental protection and 
support to men and women.

The use of electricity and 
electrical gadgets Is the Joint 
responsibility of the family 
members.

types and variations In the 
energy system. Boys and 
girls require energy for their 
systems and they have to 
know about various sources 
of energy. However, require
ment of energy varies frojn 
system to system. It is not a 
question of Inequality like 
women's requirement of 
energy grows with the 
expectant, petruent and 
weaning motherhood. 
Children need more energy 
when they are growing up. 
Renewable sources of energy 
have to be illustrated.

conscious of the 
energy requirement of 
all members including 
the old and the infant; 
males and females. 
Children have a 
differential at their 
growing age.

Life processes, 
unisexual and bi
sexual reproduction

Men and women share equal 
responsibility In cleaning 
population explosion.

Basic complementarity of bi
sexual reproduction should 
be emphasized.

Textbooks have to be more 
specific about the role and 
responsibility of women 
including the specific role of 
men in the reproductory 
process. The sex of the child 
is determined by the chromo
somes of the fattier and this 
should be specified. It is not 
that female system is respon-
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Plants and animals 
affect human life In 
many ways, harmful 
and useful, plants of 
economic imperative- 
wild and cultivated; 
useful animals; 
animal products 
from wild and 
domesticated animal 
(Ivory, lac, hom, lime 
pearls, leathef, 
honey etc.)

Potentials of equal opportu
nity for development of 
potentials has to be provided 
for boys and girls.
Awareness generation of 
occupational hazards and 
the means of alleviating them 
amongst boys and girls. 
Given an equal opportunity 
women can contribute as 
much to Science as men.

Conservation of All members of the commu-
natural resources nity are responsible for the

maintenance of balance of 
nature.
Need based consumption 
and Judicious use of natural 
resources to be emphazized 
in the context of environmen
tal protection and support to 
men and women.

Food, health and Need based provision of food
diseases for the members of family.

sible for the determination of 
the sex of the child, women 
have not to be made respon
sible for giving birth to only 
girls.

Since the earliest women 
protected animals and 
discovered agriculture, this 
fact has to be presented by 
the textbook writer.

Teacher shall piqk up 
illustrations from the location 
to highlight women's role and 
responsibilities that inhibit 
their extensive participation.

Textbooks shall bring out the 
importance of nutrition In the



Knowledge Values/Objectives , Activity inside the school Activity in the Community

Need for imbibing scientific 
attitude is essential for both 
men and women..

life of both boys and girls. 
Food requirements vaiy but 
they should not lead to any 
superiority or otherwise 
misconceptions.
The teacher shall highlight 
the differences in health 
problems of boys and girls. 
Diseases are common except 
that girls tend to have less of 
iron in their system which 
should be replaced regularly 
by approximate diet.
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Civics
1. Awareness of citizenship rights providing opportunity of equality between the sexes.
2. Duties of a citizen to be shared by men and women in practicing democracy.
3. Participation of women in public and productive processes of national life.
4. Projection of the role of Women in Freedom Movement.
5. Recognition of the Rights of women in India Constitution is a consequence of their struggle.
6. Awareness of the Legal Rights of Women and Children.
7. Consciousness of social problems that inhibit equal participation of women in all walks of life 

and empowerment of girls to fight against each one of them.
8. Collective consciousness is the key to change in the situation of women.

Syllabus Objective Curriculum Transaction Interaction with Community

Unit IV:
District
Administration

Women have equal 
share in the lended 
property.
Women should 
have equal facilities 
for hospitalization an 
education.

Text Books should give the 
description.
Teacher shall compare the 
prescribed facilities with the 
available facilities in the 
locality and find out the 
disparity.

Class-VII
Unit I:

Features of our Recognition of the Textbook shall bring out the What is the role of women in
Constitution Rights of women in availability of democratic Panchayats? Should be
Democracy and the Indian Constittion. rights in all walks of life the starting point of awamess. &cn
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participation by all 
men and women 
in all spheres of 
life.
Equality between 
the sexes.

Syllabus Objective

Unit II:
Law making 
process

Awareness of the 
Legal Rights of 
Women and Children

Curriculum DxmsactJon Interaction with Community

according to the constitution. 
The position and status of 
women under the constitu
tion shall be explained. 
Teachers shall bring out the 
awareness of cHgparity 
between constitutional 
position and existing reality 
and also suggest methods of 
change.

Project work should Include 
children finding out from the 
families where decision 
making is not done with the 
active cooperation of women 
which is not conducive to 
democracy

Textbooks shall inform of 
the existing legal frame-work 
for protecting the rights of 
women and children.
The teachers shall discuss 
the process of formulating 
new Laws or changing the 
existing ones.
In the school environment 
rules for day to day activities 
for the welfare of boys and 
girls should be made by a 
process similar to the one in 
the civic process. This should 
help practically demonstrating 
the shaping of laws democrati-

General awareness of laws 
and the necessity of following 
them for an ordered society 
till one is able to change 
them should be acceptable to 
the community and simulta
neously the members of the 
community should reinforce 
the same to the children of 
the school.
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Concept of Lok 
Adalat

Awareness of Legal 
rights of women and 
children.

ClasS'VIII
Units I & II:

Our National 
Goals and 
Strengthening our 
Democracy

Roles and rights of 
women as equal 
citizens under the 
constitution, the 
basis of our democ
racy.

cally for acceptance of the 
same by participation.

Textbooks shall bring out the 
role of Lok Adalat in 
Solving problems concerning 
women.
Teacher shall get conducted 
a Lok Adalat session In the 
school and the parents small 
be invited to visit the same.

Textbooks bring out the 
National Goals and also the 
methods to strengthen our 
democracy. The lessons 
should highlight the special 
protection provided to certain 
groups to establish the writ 
of equality in the constitu
tional framework.
Teacher shall draw the 
attention of children to mass- 
media exhortations for 
national goals including the



Syllabus Objective

Unit III:
Our Social 
Problems

Number 7

Curriculum Thansaction Interaction with Community §>

goal of equality between the 
sexes.
The school environment must 
include girls along with boys 
to organise programmes and 
facilitate participation of girls 
in all areas of school manag- 
ment

Textbooks shall include 
social problems denigrating 
status of women. Each 
problem must be put in 
supplementary readers go 
that girls get to comprehend 
them in details and children 
get informed sensitization. 
Teacher shall cultivate 
activism in'the' girls,to 
combet social problem^. 
Features depicting evils like 
bride burning, dowry, bride 
price etc. Like displayed in 
the school as news items for 
discussion.

The school must keep the 
community informed of the 
evils and their long term 
impact on future generation of 
girls as equal members of the 
society by means of exhibits, 
discussions and dramatics.
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Unit IV:
Our Economic 
Problems

Unit VI:
Defence of the 
Countiy

Number 3 Textbooks have to recognize 
that in the changing social 
context women's role In 
household, agriculture 
economy is equally signifi
cant but in practice there is 
no enumeration of their 
contribution in unorganized 
sector.
The teacher shall generate 
self esteem especially In the 
girls so that they feel empow
ered and look forward to 
better participation.
Emerging vocations for 
women should be projected 
in the school environment so 
that girls prepare themselves 
to participation at different 
levels.

Textbooks shall highlight 
women's participation in the 
Defence forces and especially 
point out the importance of 
self-defence for protection 
against violence to women.
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Unit VII:
India and the 
World

Textbooks shall bring out the 
commonalities o problems
that women in the commu
nity of Nations' face for which 
the Women's Question, has 
been taken up by UNESCO. 
There problems require 
concentrated efforts towards 
common sensitivities and 
activism.
Teachers will add fllustrtkms 
from third world countries, 
countries of South Asia and 
then from our own country 
based on the textual informa
tion.
Newspaper cuttings and 
clippings to be put up on the 
School Board, with the UK, 
UNESCO and qther agencies 
highlighting the problems 
and their sought after 
solutions regarding women 
and girl child.
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Geography
1. Status of women should be commensurate with the economic development.
2. For a balanced and successful development of a region. Women have to be equal partners.
3. The availability of opportunities for women in a country determine the population character

istics of the nation.
4. Equality of opportunity in all productive work in education and training contributions to 

national development and optimum participation of both the sexes is a pre-requisite for nation 
building.

Class VI and VII

1. Asia
2. Africa
3. Australia
4. South America

to highlight the background and the environment that has been Instrumental 
in propitiating slow, halted and rapid change-Children should be made to 
draw inferences for the negative and positive change. The reasons for the 
type of change may be analyzed with the active cooperation of the students. 
The teachers shall help children to carve out debate and discussions 
concerning common problems relevent to our context.
They shall also draw inferences from the differences in the life style and 
quality of life for women fn different regions.

1 Text books give some reference to women's life In each of the continent when 
lends and people are being portrayed.

2 However, teacher has to highlight the significance of all the three values as
3 indicators of status of women. Since status is not static, teachers have also



Class VIII
Unit V:
India, Human Resources -1 Textbooks shall give the factual information with disagregated date by sex

- 2 and rural/urban residence as distributed between schedules castes and 
■ 3 tribals groups. Since women are more disadvantaged in each one of there
- 4 categories, it is desirable that the data should project macro and micro

situation regarding demography, health, education, employment etc.
The teachers shall provide illustrations to establish the importance of 
women of all sections of the society as a positive human resource provided 
that is developed and baired. For this function health, education and 
training are the pre-requisite.
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History
1. If proper facilities are provided, women can contribute as effectively as men in all round 

development of the countiy.
2. In the past women could not contribute as they should have because they were educationally, 

socially and economically exploited by the society.
3. Women's emancipation is important for the general progress of the country and for human 

equality.
4. In the struggle for independence of the countiy women played an important role.
5. The lesson of Indian History is that women's participation in freedom movement earned them 

the constitutional rights.

History VI, VII and VIII

Different aspects of the 
society and culture in 
the three periods of Indian 
History

- 1

Textbook shall bring out statements abhorring exploitation of 
women and other weaker sections of the society, in human practices 
adopted towards then in the period under discussions. 
Illustrations of tolerance and democratic functions of shall be called 
out for the textbooks.
Teachers shall try to develop critical attitude amongst the students 
by way of discussion, mention of historical stories.

Attempts made to amelio
rate the conditions of 
women in different periods 
till secularism advocates 
equality between the sexes

- 2 Textbooks to highlight the roles of religions reformers and social 
reformers in this direction.
Teachers shall let the children appreciate the difficulty of religions 
reformers in providing equality between the sexes.
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Reform and Bhakti Move
ments and legislations to 
remove social evils like 
untouchability and caste- 
system, Sati Pratha, Child 
marriage, Infacticide, 
children's employment, 
wasteful spending on post
death ceremonies special 
mention of social reformers 
and Sufi Saints.

Fundamental Rights and 
other provisions of the 
constitution

Secular model of society alone guarantees equality between the 
sexes.

3 Supplementary Reading material shall decide the portrayal of
contemporary picture of the Indian Society. Novels stories of Prem 
Chand, Tagore, Bankim Chandra Chatter] ee, Sharat Chandra shall 
help children to pick up the ideas.
Teacher shall help them comprehend the messages by discussion 
and appropriate intervention.

4 National Symbols, respect for Secularism and eastern society and 
tolerance and democracy as a way of life shall be knit as content of 
textbooks.
Biographies and autobiographies of social reformers, contributions 
of Humanists like Mother Teressa, illustrations biographies of 
women freedom fighters shall bring home the idea.
Study of Indian constitution shall help.
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Janak Duggal

School Based Activities for Equality Between Sexes

Data based information indicates that girls as compared to boys 
have an unequal status in the overall educational structure1. 
Consequently they are not able to share in the developmental 
activities of the nation as a participant or as a beneficiary to the 
desired extent. A lot of work has been done to improve their 
educational status by government agencies at the state and central 
levels, but still greater efforts are needed to achieve the set targets. 
This paper is an attempt to emphasize the role of a school to promote 
equality between sexes. Certain activities which can help in this 
direction have been pointed out in the following pages:
1. There is a need to redefine and re-interpret ,the traditional 

values and expected roles of girls at the societal level. A school 
should take parents and the community into confidence before 
venturing into any action plan for inculation gender inclusive 
values in the students (both boys and girls). Community's 
involvement may help in identifying specific situations in the 
homes and the community which put girls on unequal footings 
with boys and may also facilitate the adoption of suitable 
remedies for overcoming the same.

2. Separate seating arrangements for boys and girls in the class
rooms promotes and reinforces gender differences and creates a 
climate of sexual apartheid. School should discourage this 
system.

3. Libraries in the schools should be equipped with literature 
portraying women's contribution in different fields. Periodicals 
and j oumals reflecting equality of sexes and dealing with various 
problems of women may be liberally contributed by schools. The 
selected literature may be such which may suit different age 
groups and stages of education.

Utmost care may be taken in the selection of the reading material 
so that children may develop the idea that every activity has a dignity 
of its own and even the smallest activity at home or school or outside 
in the world of work is gander inclusive and competency based. It has 
no link with the sex of a person. A  feeling should be developed in the 
students that any child who thinks contrary to this idea is a believer 
in out dated values.

1 Census of India (1991)
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4. Charts, models, scrapbooks, wall magazines, catchy slogans 
illustrations etc. reflecting equality between sexes may be got 
prepared from students during their free periods. Girls and boys 
mayjointly participate in their preparation and not in segregated 
manner. Competitions may be held mixed group wise and the 
best group may be given recognition by exhibition of their 
material in the Principals’ room or the corridors of the school 
where girls and boys may have a regular look at the same during 
school hours. This may leave a psychological impact on their 
tender minds and may prepare them for future life, based on 
mutual care, co-operation and shared responsibilities at home 
and the place of work. In fact all activities in the school e.g. 
morning assembly, class exhibition, house competitions, excur
sions, school camps, annual function, games sports etc. may be 
organised on mixed group basis where students irrespective of 
sex may contribute according to their capability.

5. Girls and boys should not be depicted or considered in isolation 
as they are complementary to each other. Hence teachers should 
also treat them equally in assigning responsibilities in class 
rooms laboratories, cultural and play fields or outside the 
school. They should treat girls and boys as persons and adopt 
non-discriminatory behaviour towards them.

Teachers should also encourage girls to come out of the sex 
stereotypes and shoulder responsibilities concerning challenging 
tasks. Unless the girls are motivated to try their hands on untraditional 
and untredden areas and they get success in the same, they will not 
develop confidence to come out of their self made sheels. Hence 
special efforts need to made to motivate girls to take up those 
assignments which have been shouldered mostly by boys so far. 
Boys may also be encouraged to take interest in the activities usually 
meant forgirls (e.g. cooking, sewing, ironing, cleaning, music, dance 
etc.). This will help them to understand the importance and work 
involved in the activities and thus develop dignity of labour for the 
roles performed by girls.

The change of roles at the school level will inculcate a feeling in 
the children that no role at school, home or in the outside world of 
work is gender based. Any one irrespective of sex can perform any 
role provided the person has will to do so. They should be made to 
understand that the concept of happy life is based on sharing, 
mutual caring and co-operation, between boys and girls in all walks 
of life.
6. Activities which may develop the values of tolerance and respect 

for others views may be planned at the school level. Boys should
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leam to value girls views and should be used to the idea that girls 
can differ on certain points. This is essential to change their 
existing attitude towards life. Because usually it so happens that 
at home they find that their mothers' views are rarely respected 
and their sisters' views are practically not called for. At school the 
male teachers often dominate and female teachers are not often 
involved in the decision making processes. Even they are 
involved, their active participation is missing. In this perspective 
it is necessary to decondition them and make them used to the 
idea of equal participation of girls in decision making processes. 
In order to develop competence, confidence and communication 
skill in the girls to express their independent views, activities like 
debates, discussions on current and controversial topics may be 
frequently organised at the class room level to give ample 
opportunities to girls and boys for active participation. These 
activities will develop tolerance among students and go a long 
way in generating other requisite values and skills in them.

7. Physical education is an indispensable component of sound 
educational system. Unfortunately girls restrain themselves 
from participating in sports and games with the onset of adoles
cence. This tendency needs to be rectified. They should also be 
encouraged to participate in all those games and sports in which 
boys’ take interest. The idea may be instilled in their minds that 
there is no game which is only meant for boys or girls. They 
should participate in various physical activities and judge for 
themselves as to which activities ultimately suit their interest.

B. There is a need to give timely guidance to the students about 
adopting various professions. This facility may specifically be 
provided to girl students as they have very little exposure to such 
type of information outside the four walls of the school. If 
possible, this facility may be made more broad-based to cover 
health care programmes.

9. Example is better than per cent. Teachers of both the sexes 
should set an example by sharing responsibilities in the school. 
They should set a model before the students by equally partici
pating in planning and implementation of the programmes. 
Discriminatiion on the basis of gender among teachers should 
be avoided by Head of the Institution.

10. Teachers should avoid negative remarks e.g. this work is meant
only for girls: do not behave like a girl; girls cannot study 
mathematics and science: girls should be submissive and 
should not even fight for their rights etc. They should make 
concious and determined efforts to inculcate equality between
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both the sexes.
11. Domonance of boys in the class room and outside the class room 

should be discouraged. Teachers should make deleberate 
efforts to put questions equally to girls and boys while develop
ing the lesson and evaluating the outcomes. They should 
encourage girls to get rid of their shyness and participate in the 
development of the lesson.

12. Teachers should be extra ordinary careful while teaching 
various subjects. Their presentation of the curriculum should 
in no way reflect any gender bias. Rather their action and 
expressions should vividly express a belief in equality of sexes. 
Management of the school, head teachers and Education 
Officers should also appreciate the efforts of such teachers and 
encourage them for continuation of efforts in this direction by 
providing full support and recognition to them in such 
endeavours.

13. Education Officers should specifically look into the programmes 
developed in the schools for the inculcation of gender free 
values and bringing equality of sexes. If any institution is 
lagging behind, they should look into their specific problems 
and help them to get over the same.

Conclusion

Successful implementation of most of the ideas suggested on 
previous pages require change in attitude of teachers, parents and 
the society at large. It also requires committed persons at various 
levels who themselves believe in the desiribility of the values which 
are to be inculcated in the budding generation. It is a big challange 
but histoiy tells us that there is nothing which cannot be achieved 
through patient trials and continuous hard work. Hence sooner or 
later schools are bound to succeed in this venture.
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